Despite Carl Jung's stated debts to Kant, Nietzsche and Schopenhauer, this 
Introduction: Silent Partnerships
We read early in Ages that the person contains a "supramundane of things" which "rests in the recollection of things, of their original -hetype" is transformed across the First Outline and Ages Naturphilosophische organism," in Ages the archetypes, as "ideas" in life's unfolding, gather up the dynamism of the actant. "Thes ra--The dynamic of the potencies in Ages aation of the encounter with metaphorically "lower" or "primitive" ytic A n--decisionary cosmos it has its own "rotatory movement,"
Being. A is compelled, driven relationship" with the second potency (A ); here "the spirit is manifest and the negating force of A is repressed" in a diremption -in terms of protopsychoanalytic repression, the emergent dynamic egation of A ] the ertransferential Symposium, no. (Spring/ ) ectype); through this pulling down of the spiritual A , A , the threshold of a unity, a glimpsed the world? Ages' proto depth-psychology dramatizes the antithesis in -here the individual's "silent dialogue"-calls the transcendent function tween analyst and analysand stimulating the creation of new
The shuttling to and fro of arguments and affects represents the transcendent function of opposites. 
